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Manage Your Remote 
Work Devices from the Cloud

The Intel vPro® platform: 
Enabling modern manageability from the cloud

This new hybrid onsite/remote 
workplace brings fresh challenges to IT.

This also means more attack surfaces 
for potential data breaches.

Some IT departments manage more 
than 150,000 client devices worldwide. 

When remote work increased in 
2020, the FBI received 4x the cyber-
security complaints each day as it did 
before the pandemic.² 

Manage devices proactively

Respond to 
unplanned events

Wake devices and run routine software updates, including 
regular security patches, remotely during off hours.

Troubleshoot with keyboard/video/mouse 
(KVM) capabilities to view a system as if 
actually deskside, and remotely reimage 
and reboot.

Hardware for out-of-band management Software for cloud-based functionality

What this means for IT

What this means for business

The Intel vPro platform could deliver 
payback in an estimated 9 months for 

an organization of 100,000 PCs.⁵

of IT decision makers (ITDMs) 
surveyed found that laptop- and 
desktop-management costs were 

reduced with the Intel vPro platform.⁴

74%
$ $ $

Save time and costs

Learn more about how the 
Intel vPro platform is changing 
what IT can do for remote work:

Read the e-book today.

Intel® Active Management
Technology (Intel® AMT):

Intel® Endpoint Management
Assistant (Intel® EMA):
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Intel vPro technologies work together to help IT
patch, manage, secure, and repair remote devices 

even when devices are powered off or the operating system isn’t responsive:³

By 2025, an estimated 70 percent of the workforce 
will be working remotely at least five days per month.1 
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